The president of Tanzania was suspicious of the coronavirus testing kits, so he sampled various random items from fruit to goats to motor oil and sent them in for covid testing under various people's names. All but the motor oil came back positive.

He has, after this, stated that coronavirus is an act of war and the tests were therefore intentionally sabotaged and could not be trusted.

It is virtually impossible to get the real perspective on this, because the MSM is whitewashing it, but here is what is known through the grapevine:

It was not only a few items that were sent in, but the main ones that got published were a sheep, a goat, a Tanzanian Paw Paw fruit and motor oil. There were a significant number of other samples also. Only the motor oil came back negative.

This was done because he noticed that all the covid tests were coming back positive and he did not believe it. So he started rubbing the swabs on random crap, attached false identities to them and they still came back positive.

There are an enormous number of misrepresentations on this story intentionally flaunted in even African media. Many are saying he blamed HIS lab techs. He did not do that. Many are saying there were only a few tests done this way. That is not accurate either. He in fact conducted a major bust with a large number of tests and when they came back positive, he called it an act of war by white countries and others who have a lot to gain from this virus being perceived as real, and then nullified the positive results from tests that actually came from real people. NONE of the MSM is reporting this, and none of alt media caught onto just how serious this is.

THERE ARE NOW TWO POSSIBILITIES: 1. The test kits are 100 percent hoax. 2. The virus is in the testing kits and that up your nose swab is the real disease delivery vector.

Did not happen (but highly implied in MSM reports:) His people are corrupt and faking results. That did not happen if he said the tests themselves were sabotaged and used the phrase "ACT OF WAR.

It would be nice to see this go somewhere but it appears trolls and scammers successfully got this under control, and even sites I normally trust a LOT got this story at least partly wrong as a result.
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